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Executive Summary 167 

Access control systems that use attributes are capable of enforcing a broad range of access control 168 
policies. Attributes enable precise access control and allow a large number of discrete inputs into 169 
an access control decision. They also provide an extensive set of possible combinations of those 170 
variables to reflect rules to express policies.  171 

Attribute-based access control systems rely upon attributes to not only define access control policy 172 
rules but also enforce the access control. Attributes need to be established, issued, stored, and 173 
managed under an authority. Attributes shared across organizations should provide assurance via 174 
location, retrieval, publication, validation, update, modification, security, and revocation 175 
capabilities. Consequently, all attributes must be established, defined, and constrained by 176 
allowable values required by the appropriate digital policies; successful deployment of the schema 177 
for these attributes and allowable attribute values must be completed to help enable subject (e.g., 178 
consumers) and object (i.e., protected resource/service) owners with policy and relationship 179 
development.  180 

Once attributes and their allowable values are established, methods for provisioning attributes and 181 
appropriate attribute values to subjects and objects within a framework for storing, retrieving, 182 
updating, or revoking attributes need to be established. In addition, interfaces and mechanisms 183 
must be developed or adopted to enable sharing of these attributes. Finally, to achieve the 184 
assurance of attributes, an Attribute Evaluation Scheme, which brings confidence based on the five 185 
principal areas of interest, needs to be established: 186 

Preparation refers to the planning of an attribute creation and sharing mechanism, as well as rules 187 
for maintaining attributes’ privacy between attribute providers and access control functions. This 188 
consideration should be based on the business operation requirements to meet the goal of 189 
efficiency and confidentiality of operations.  190 

Veracity establishes the policy and technical underpinnings for semantic and syntactic correctness 191 
of subject, object, or environmental condition attributes, and ensures that the obtained attributes 192 
are trustworthy, based on the agreed or trusted definitions, protocols, measurements, and 193 
maintenance processes of attributes.   194 

Security considers different standards and protocols used for secure transmission and repositories 195 
of attributes between systems in order to avoid compromising the data integrity and confidentiality 196 
of the attributes or exposing vulnerabilities in attribute providers, access control functions, or other 197 
types of malicious actions performed by unauthorized entities.  198 

Readiness refers to the frequency of refresh for attributes that change regularly or over time. The 199 
system must ensure that attribute update and retrieval frequencies adequately support access 200 
control enforcement functions. This capability also ensures that a recent set of attributes required 201 
for appropriate access control for the protected resource in question is cached in the event that the 202 
most updated attributes from authoritative sources or repositories cannot be accessed during an 203 
information system emergency (e.g., low bandwidth, Denial of Service). In addition, the fail-over 204 
and backup capability of attribute repositories need to be considered. 205 
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Management provides mechanisms for maintaining attributes to ensure the efficiency and 206 
consistent use of attributes, including metadata, hierarchical structures for attribute grouping, 207 
minimization and transformation methods for attribute performance, and additional support 208 
capabilities such as attribute integration with authentication ID and logs for recording attribute 209 
access and updates. 210 

NIST Special Publication (SP) 800-162, Guide to Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) 211 
Definition and Considerations [1], introduced guidance on access control definitions and 212 
considerations for the implementation of access control systems but did not include detailed 213 
recommendations on considerations such as the preparation, veracity, security, readiness, and 214 
management of attributes. This document aims to provide federal agencies with a guide to attribute 215 
considerations with Attribute Evaluation Scheme examples for access control. The Attribute 216 
Evaluation Scheme should be determined by an enterprise information system’s requirements, and 217 
the enterprise information system should validate these requirements to realize the appropriate 218 
organizational attribute evaluation scheme capability in line with performance and cost 219 
recommendations. Note that this document does not establish a universal attribute scheme that 220 
suits all business capabilities and performance requirements; instead, it provides considerations 221 
and examples that can be adapted to meet the specific needs of an organization when defining its 222 
attribute evaluation scheme. 223 
 224 
  225 
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1 Introduction 294 

1.1 Purpose  295 

Virtually all authorization systems are dependent on attributes for rendering access control 296 
decisions and ultimately enforcing policy over user access requests to system resources.  297 

Perhaps the most deployed authorization scheme in use today is Role-based Access Control 298 
(RBAC), where roles (e.g., Manager, Accounts Receivable Clerk, Loan Officer) provide a means 299 
of expressing a user’s authority, responsibilities, or job functions. The process of assigning a user 300 
to a role attribute indirectly grants the user permissions that are associated with the role. An 301 
emerging alternative to RBAC is to grant or deny user requests to access system resources based 302 
on enterprise-specific attributes of users and objects and, optionally, environmental attributes and 303 
policies that are expressed in terms of those attributes. This approach to access control is 304 
commonly referred to as attribute-based access control (ABAC). User names and groups, as 305 
applied in Access Control Lists, are other examples of attributes used in formulating access 306 
policies and computing decisions.  307 

Access control systems typically encompass four layers of functional and information 308 
decomposition—enforcement, decision, access control data, and administration—involving 309 
several components that work together to bring about policy-preserving access. At its core is a 310 
Policy Decision Point (PDP) that computes decisions to permit or deny user requests to perform 311 
operations on system resources. A Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) both issues requests and 312 
accepts PDP decisions that are based on the current state of the access control data, which 313 
comprises access control policies expressed in terms of attributes and attribute values. These 314 
values may, for example, pertain to the attributes of a user seeking access and the attributes of a 315 
target resource. Policies and attributes are managed through one or more Policy Administration 316 
Points. 317 

Regardless of the type of authorization scheme being deployed, confidence in access control 318 
decisions is dependent on the accuracy, integrity, and timely availability of attributes. If a user is 319 
inappropriately assigned an attribute, whether through complacency, error, delay, or malice, the 320 
result is the same—an inappropriate access state.  321 

Over past decades, a variety of approaches have emerged for storing, managing, and applying 322 
attributes. One approach is to tightly couple policies and attributes with the PDP. Consider Next 323 
Generation Access Control (NGAC), an ABAC standard where both policies and attributes are 324 
managed through policy-preserving configurations of a standard set of elements and relations that 325 
may reside in PDP memory. An XACML deployment may provide a more distributed approach. 326 
Policies are expressed as XML documents that are locally loaded into PDP memory from a Policy 327 
Retrieval Point and evaluated with respect to attributes that are remotely retrieved from one or 328 
more Policy Information Points. In another deployment, attributes are stored, managed, and shared 329 
(exchanged) across a multitude of relying parities, each with their own PDP and policy store.  330 

The approach used for storing, managing, and retrieving attributes is significant due to the relative 331 
risk factors involved. An authorization system with local attributes affords a closed protection 332 
boundary in which attributes never need to be exposed to the outside world. In a deployment where 333 
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attributes are stored, managed, and retrieved from remote systems, attributes are susceptible to the 334 
management and protection strategies of those systems and to the networks that are used to transfer 335 
attributes. 336 

Due to the variability of access control system types and deployments, this document generically 337 
focuses on attribute properties—preparation, veracity, security, readiness, and management—338 
that should be considered for instilling confidence in the use of attributes in computing access 339 
control decisions and enforcing policy. This document outlines factors that influence attributes 340 
which an authoritative body must address when standardizing attribute evaluation systems and 341 
proposes some notional implementation suggestions for consideration. 342 

This document extends the information in 1) NIST Special Publication 800-162, Guide to 343 
Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) Definition and Considerations [1], which defines 344 
ABAC’s terms and concepts  and discusses considerations for ABAC implementation; 2) NIST 345 
Internal Report 7316, Assessment of Access Control Systems [2], which demonstrates the 346 
fundamental concepts of policy, models, and mechanisms of access control systems; 3) NIST 347 
Internal Report 7874, Guidelines for Access Control System Evaluation Metrics [3], which 348 
provides metrics for evaluating an access control system; and 4) NIST Special Publication 800-349 
178A, Comparison of Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) Standards for Data Service 350 
Applications [4], which describes XACML and NGAC and then compares them with respect to 351 
five criteria.  352 

The specifications for sample subject and object attributes (i.e., data tags) for the purpose of 353 
demonstration are established. While not the focus, assumptions and dependencies on 354 
authentication of access control subjects are also addressed. 355 
 356 
1.2 Scope 357 

The intended audience for this document is an organizational entity implementing access control 358 
solutions where there is an expectation of sharing attributes with or accessing information from 359 
other organizations. This document does not prescribe internal attribute evaluation system 360 
standards that an organization may need in their enterprise systems or within a community other 361 
than the organization itself. Rather, the focus is on the establishment of confidence in attributes 362 
applied to an organization’s access control implementation. 363 

1.3 Audience 364 

This document assumes that readers are familiar with access (authorization) control and have basic 365 
knowledge of operating systems, databases, networking, and security. Because of the constantly 366 
changing nature of the information technology (IT) industry, readers are strongly encouraged to 367 
take advantage of other resources—including those listed in this document—for more current and 368 
detailed information. 369 

1.4 Document Structure 370 

The sections and appendices presented in this document are as follows:  371 

• Section 1 states the purpose and scope of attributes used for access control systems. 372 
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• Section 2 gives overviews of the basic abstractions of access control attributes: subject 373 
attribute, object attribute, and environment condition in a working environment.  374 

• Section 3 discusses the considerations for attributes from the perspectives of preparation, 375 
veracity, security, readiness, and management.  376 

• Section 4 demonstrates a general attribute framework with an example for integrating and 377 
defining attributes to achieve the attribute veracity.  378 

• Section 5 demonstrates the mapping of attribute considerations to the Attribute 379 
Evaluation Scheme with examples of different applications and explains the use of the 380 
Attribute Practice Statement.  381 

• The Appendix lists additional information on the XACML translation of the OMB 7-16 382 
privacy rule in a general attribute framework. 383 

 384 
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2 Consideration Elements 385 

Access control systems using attributes can enforce a broad range of access control policies. 386 
Attributes—given by a name-value pair—contain characteristics of the subject, object, or 387 
environment conditions, enabling precise control, allowing for a higher number of discrete inputs 388 
into an access control decision, and providing a larger set of possible combinations of those 389 
variables to reflect a wider and more definitive set of possible rules to express policies. In addition 390 
to the earlier work documented in NIST Special Publication 800-162 [1] and OMB M-04-04 [5], 391 
which suggested attribute implementations applied to the subject and object within an ABAC 392 
system, general attribute considerations need to be addressed based on the following definitions.  393 

 394 

 395 

 396 

Regardless of the source of attributes, an access control function should ensure that the attributes 397 
associated with the subject, object, or environmental condition to which they apply are secure and 398 
error-free. Attribute trustworthiness proofing by the defined scheme from which organizations can 399 
make risk-based decisions is based on the confidence in attributes supplied by an access control 400 
function, attribute provider, or local attribute resource. Figure 1 illustrates the scope of attributes 401 
used, including authentication, authorization, and attribute proofing. Note that the remote attributes 402 
are the attributes provisioned through remote networks. 403 

 404 

An Attribute Provider is any person or system that provides subject, object (or resource), or 
environmental condition attributes to access control functions or other attribute providers (in such case, 
the attribute provider is called a remote attribute provider), regardless of transmission method. An 
attribute provider may be the original authoritative source or act as an intermediary between the 
authoritative source and the access control function by receiving information from an authoritative 
source and then re-packaging the attributes for delivery/routing to storage repositories of access control 
function or attribute provider. Attribute values may be human-generated (e.g., an employee database), 
derived from formulas (e.g., a credit score), or system-generated (e.g. environment conditions such as 
time, location, etc.).   

Access Control Functions are functions for an AC mechanism or scheme. For example, the Extensible 
Access Control Markup Language (XACML) [6] scheme architecture includes functions such as Policy 
Decision Points (PDPs), Policy Enforcement Points (PEPs), Policy Administration Points (PAPs), and 
Policy Information Points (PIPs) as defined in ISO/IEC 29146:2016, along with some logical 
components for handling the context or workflow of policy and attribute retrieval and assessment. 
Access control functions hosted in local or network systems (called local or remote access control 
function, respectively) must function together to provide access control decisions and policy 
enforcement. 
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 405 
Figure 1: Scopes of attributes used: Authorization, Authentication, and Attribute Proofing of an access 406 

control system 407 

  408 
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3 Attribute Considerations 409 

Access control relies upon the evaluation of attributes to not only define access control policy rules, 410 
but also enforce the rules. Good, reliable, and up-to-date attribute data that support appropriate, 411 
well-informed access decisions are essential. Thus, attributes provided by an access control 412 
function or attribute provider need to be assured through the attribute-proofing mechanism. 413 
Attributes must identify, define, and describe a set of criteria and standards that can be used to 414 
determine the attributes that are used for access decisions.  415 

Once the authoritative sources define the appropriate attributes and allowable values, methods 416 
need to be established to provision attributes and appropriate attribute values to subjects and 417 
objects with a framework for communicating, storing, retrieving, updating, or revoking attributes. 418 
In addition, interfaces and mechanisms must be developed or adopted to enable the sharing of 419 
these attributes. Finally, an attribute evaluation scheme needs to be established to bring confidence 420 
based on the five principal areas of interest: 421 

Preparation refers to the planning of the attribute creation and sharing mechanism as well as rules 422 
for maintaining attribute privacy between attribute providers and access control functions. This 423 
consideration should be based on the business operation requirements to meet the goal of 424 
efficiency and confidentiality of operations.  425 

Veracity establishes the policy and technical underpinnings for semantic and syntactic correctness 426 
of subject, object, or environmental condition attributes and ensures that the obtained attributes are 427 
trustworthy based on the agreed upon or trusted definitions, protocols, measurements, and 428 
maintenance processes of attributes.   429 

Security considers different standards and protocols used for secure transmission and repositories 430 
of attributes between systems in order to avoid compromising the data integrity and confidentiality 431 
of the attributes, exposing vulnerabilities in attribute providers, access control functions, or entities, 432 
or other types of malicious actions performed by unauthorized entities.  433 

Readiness refers to the frequency of refresh for attributes that change regularly or over time. The 434 
system must ensure that attribute update and retrieval frequencies adequately support access 435 
control enforcement functions. This capability also ensures that a recent set of attributes required 436 
for appropriate access control for the protected resource in question is cached in the event that the 437 
most updated attributes from authoritative sources or repositories cannot be accessed during an 438 
information system emergency (e.g., low bandwidth, Denial of Service). In addition, the fail-over 439 
and backup capabilities of attribute repositories need to be considered. 440 

Management provides mechanisms for maintaining attributes to ensure the efficiency and 441 
consistent use of attributes including metadata, hierarchical structures for attribute grouping, 442 
minimization and transformation methods for attribute performance, and additional support 443 
capabilities such as attribute integration with authentication ID and logs for recording attribute 444 
access and updates. 445 
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3.1 Preparation Consideration 446 

Attributes shared across organizations should be assured for all uses, including attributes that are 447 
located, retrieved, published, validated, updated, modified, secured, and revoked. Consequently, 448 
all attributes must be defined and constrained by allowable values required by the appropriate 449 
policies. The schema for these attributes and allowable attribute values must be published to all 450 
participants for use in rule and relationship development. Attributes may be created and shared by 451 
multiple organizations, especially in Cloud, IoT, Bigdata and other distributed system 452 
environments. Therefore, the design of an attribute framework must consider the federated usage, 453 
creation mechanism, and maintenance scheme according to the business and access control 454 
requirements. Attribute providers and access control functions also need to maintain privacy to 455 
meet the confidentiality requirement. Minimizing the number of attribute sources used in 456 
authorization decisions may improve performance and simplify the overall security management 457 
of the access control solution. In addition, organizations planning to deploy an access control 458 
solution may benefit from establishing a close working relationship among all of the organization’s 459 
stakeholders who will be involved in the attribute preparations.  460 

3.1.1 Subject Attribute Preparation 461 

Attribute authorities typically provision subject attributes for the type of attribute provided and 462 
managed through an access control function or attribute provider, except for non-person entities 463 
(NPE) such as autonomous services or applications generated or controlled by operating systems.   464 
Usually there are multiple authorities, each with authority over different subject attributes. For 465 
example, security might be the authority for clearance attributes, while human resources might be 466 
the authority for name attributes. Subject attributes that require assured information sharing to 467 
allow subjects from one organization to access objects in another organization must be consistent, 468 
comparable, or mapped to allow equivalent policies to be enforced. For example, a member of 469 
organization A with the role Job Lead wants to access information in organization B, except 470 
organization B uses the term Task Lead to denote the equivalent role. Table 1 shows an example 471 
of a subject’s attributes. 472 

Table 1: Subject attribute example 473 
 474 

Subject attribute Name Attribute Value Policy Applieda 

Company ID ID numbers (e.g. 
Organization A) 

User and Administrator 
object access 

Division Division name (e.g. 
Software Development 
Division) 

User and Administrator 
object access 

Group Group name (e.g. Testing 
group) 

User and Administrator 
object access 

Name Person’s name (e.g. Joe 
Smith) 

User and Administrator 
object access 

Authorization  Authorization level (e.g. 1) Administrator object 
access 

Role  Role ID (e.g. Job Lead, (or 
Task lead)) 

Administrator object 
access 
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Training ID Training label (e.g. 
Minimum Requirement) 

Administrator object 
access 

 475 
a Policy Applied column lists the type of policy rules which require this attribute for the  476 

evaluations of access permission if multiple policies are applied to the access control system. 477 
 478 

As subject attributes may be provisioned by different authorities (e.g., human resources, security, 479 
organization leadership, etc.), methods of obtaining authoritative data need to be regulated. For 480 
example, only security authorities should be able to provision and assert clearance attributes and 481 
attribute values based on authoritative personnel clearance information; an individual should not 482 
be able to alter his or her own clearance attribute value. Other subject attributes may involve the 483 
subject’s current tasking, physical location, and the device from which a request is sent. Processes 484 
need to be developed to assess and assure the quality of such subject attribute data. 485 

In addition, authoritative subject attribute provisioning capabilities should be appropriately 486 
dependable for privacy and service expectations. These expectations may be detailed in an 487 
Attribute Practice Statement [7], which provides a listing of the attributes that will be used and 488 
may identify authoritative attribute sources throughout the organization. Still, additional network 489 
infrastructure capabilities are required to share and replicate authoritative subject attribute data 490 
within and across attribute providers and access control functions. 491 
 492 
3.1.2 Object Attribute Preparation 493 

The data or resource owner/custodian of access control function or attribute provider typically 494 
provisions object attributes upon object creation. For example, object attributes may be bound to 495 
the object or externally stored and referenced via a metadata service and repository. While it may 496 
not be necessary to have a common set of object attributes in use across the enterprise, object 497 
attributes must be consistently employed within an individual system to fulfill access control 498 
policy requirements, and available sets of object attributes should be published for those wishing 499 
to mark, tag, or otherwise apply object attributes to their objects. At times, it might be necessary 500 
to ensure that object attributes are not tampered with or altered (i.e., remain static) to satisfy an 501 
access request. Table 2 shows an example of an object’s attributes. 502 

Table 2: Object attribute example 503 

Object attribute 
Name 

Attribute Value Policy Applieda 

Object ID ID numbers (e.g., 
234567) 

User and Administrator object access 

Object owner Name of object owner 
or organization (e.g., 
Organization B) 

User and Administrator object access 

Object creation date 
and time 

Date and time (e.g., 
May 26, 2015) 

User and Administrator object access  

Object deletion date 
and time 

Date and time (e.g., 
May 26, 2017) 

User and Administrator object access  

Authorization Authorization level 
(e.g., 1) 

Administrator object access 

Limited access ID ID label (e.g., Public) Administrator object access 
 504 
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a Policy Applied column lists the type of policies which require this attribute for the  505 
evaluations of access permission if multiple policies are applied to the access control system. 506 

  507 

Access control authorities may not be able to appropriately and closely monitor all events. 508 
Frequently, object information is driven by non-security processes and requirements according to 509 
business cases for the consumer clientele in question. Measures must therefore be taken to ensure 510 
that object attributes are assigned and validated by processes that the object owner or administrator 511 
considers appropriate and authoritative for the application. For example, object attributes must not 512 
be modifiable by the subject to manipulate the outcome of the access control decision. Objects can 513 
be cryptographically bound to their attributes to identify whether objects or their corresponding 514 
attributes have been inappropriately modified. Mechanisms must be deployed to ensure that all 515 
objects created are assigned the appropriate set of object attributes to satisfy the policy used. It 516 
may be necessary to have an Enterprise Object Attribute Manager to coordinate these requirements. 517 
Object attributes must be made available for retrieval for access control decisions. Additional 518 
considerations for creating object attributes include: 519 
 520 

• In general, users may not know the values of an object attribute (e.g., what the security 521 
level is or who can access the object). Data confidentiality of object attributes should be 522 
accounted for so that authorized users only see the values that are applicable to them. 523 

• As with subject attributes, a schema is required for object attributes defining attribute 524 
names and allowed values to ensure object attributes are valid within its semantics and 525 
syntax definitions.  526 

• Attributes need to remain consistent in policies that share the attributes. 527 
 528 

There have been numerous efforts within the Federal Government and commercial industry to 529 
create object attribute tagging tools that provide not only data tagging, but also cryptographic 530 
binding of the attributes to the object. These capabilities also provide validation of the object 531 
attribute fields to satisfy access control decision requirements. For example, Global Federated 532 
Identity Privilege Management (GFIPM) [15] specification provides subject the attribute data 533 
model, and the National Identity Exchange Federation (NIEM) [8] specification provides the 534 
resource attribute data model.  535 
 536 
3.1.3 Attribute Granularity 537 

For an access control mechanism to support the principle of least privilege, constraints must be 538 
placed on the attributes that are associated with a subject to further reduce the permissible 539 
capabilities. The organization-specific least privilege policy is described by specifying the access 540 
control rules, and the access control systems provide various specifying methods which achieve 541 
different degrees of granularity, flexibility, scope, and different groupings of the controlled objects 542 
for the least privilege policies. This involves the granularity of object attributes (e.g., data field) 543 
that an access control system can control. For example, this feature enables privacy control for 544 
information with different classifications in the data fields of a record. In addition, some access 545 
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control systems are required to control or manage end-point system components such as servers, 546 
workstations, routers, switches, guards, mobile devices, firewalls, email, antiviruses, databases, 547 
and web applications. Thus, it is important to consider the granularity of attributes based on the 548 
organization’s requirements and system architecture. 549 
  550 
3.1.4 Environment Condition Preparation 551 

Environment condition refers to context information that generally is not associated with any 552 
specific subject or object but is required in the decision process. Environment attributes are 553 
different from subject and object attributes in that they are not administratively created and 554 
managed prior to run-time but, rather, are intrinsic and must be detectable by the access control 555 
function for use in access decisions.  The access control function evaluates environment conditions 556 
such as the current date, time, location, threat, and system status against current matching 557 
environment variables when authorizing an access request. Environment conditions drive access 558 
control policies to specify exceptional or dynamic rules that supersede those rules driven only by 559 
subject or object attributes. When composing access control rules with environment conditions, it 560 
is important to ensure that the environment condition variables and their values are globally 561 
accessible, tamper-proof, and relevant to the environments in which they are used. 562 
 563 
Table 3 shows example criteria of attribute preparation consideration.  564 
 565 

Table 3: Example considerations for attribute preparation criteria 566 

Consideration Criteria Applied Attributes 
Attribute 
Coverage 

Attributes cover all protection policy requirements of the 
organization (i.e., semantically complete). 

Subject, Object 

Attribute 
Governance 

Attributes are under federated or unified governance.  Subject, Object, Environment 
condition 

Attribute 
Granularity 

Attributes are based on the organization’s security and 
operation requirements. 

Object 

 567 
3.2 Veracity Consideration 568 

With the exception of NPE, the veracity of an asserted attribute is affected by the care that the 569 
access control function or attribute provider takes in obtaining, evaluating, and maintaining the 570 
value while in possession of it. Two characteristics that influence veracity include:  571 

• Attribute trustworthiness  572 
• Attribute accuracy 573 

 574 
3.2.1 Attribute Trustworthiness  575 

Attribute trustworthiness considers how well the sources of attributes are authenticated, identified, 576 
and validated. This applies to the attribute source from the remote attribute provider or access 577 
control function. There is a distinction between truthfulness on the attribute’s value and 578 
authoritativeness of information. However, the focus must be on access control function or 579 
attribute provider’s trust (e.g., credentials, federation relations) that the attributes represent the 580 
underlying subject, object, or environment condition. For example, a consideration is that the 581 
attribute of a specific credit score may be strongly disagreeable, but the attribute user may trust 582 
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that it came from a specific credit reporting agency. Table 4 shows an example of attribute 583 
trustworthiness based upon different levels of confidence.  584 

Table 4: Attribute trustworthiness examples 585 

Low based on Medium based on High based on 

 Self-reported Attribute proofing (mostly for 
subjects) 

Derived from independent 
of underlying factors (i.e., 
original source) 

 Third-party Public Source Authenticated Source High Identity Proofing 
(mostly for subjects) 

  Authenticated Source with 
Service Level Agreements 
(SLAs) 

 586 

Attribute trustworthiness proofing relies on a schema by which organizations can make risk-based 587 
decisions reliant on the trust in attributes supplied by remote access control functions or attribute 588 
providers. Approaches to achieving this purpose include: 589 
 590 

• Identify, define, and describe a set of standardized attribute metadata that can be used by 591 
access control functions to help determine confidence in the attributes they are leveraging 592 
for authorization decisions. 593 

• Identify, define, and describe a set of criteria that can be used to determine the 594 
trustworthiness of attributes (e.g. shown in Table 4), which may include a scoring system 595 
mechanism to determine an objective confidence level for a given attribute.  596 

• Develop suggested performance guidelines and specifications for remote access control 597 
functions or attribute provider operations based on an organization’s risk tolerance. 598 

 599 
For remote subject attributes (i.e., not from local access control function itself or NPE), attribute 600 
assurance relies on the chain of trust used to determine and report on the attributes. If the remote 601 
access control function or attribute provider reporting the attributes did not verify them, then it is 602 
necessary to provide a chain of evidence that shows that the attributes were authoritatively verified 603 
and that their association with the relevant system has been maintained. 604 
 605 
3.2.2 Attribute Value Accuracy 606 

Given the broad spectrum of entities that will interoperate with each other, synonyms and 607 
homonyms of attribute definitions are inevitable. Interoperability standards and protocols that all 608 
entities agree to are therefore essential to enabling cooperation. Agreed-upon standards in both 609 
syntactic and semantic attribute values must be developed to ensure successful interoperation of 610 
systems. For example, a consideration is that a user may be assured that an attribute came from a 611 
trusted credit reporting agency, but the attribute value of a specific credit score may be strongly 612 
disagreeable. Thus, dictionaries with standardized syntax and semantics for attribute namespaces 613 
need to be agreed upon and published by the access control functions or attribute providers.  614 
 615 
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Attribute value inaccuracy result from different data types (e.g., integer, string, Boolean) or 616 
different units of measurement (e.g., pounds, kilograms) between access control functions and 617 
attribute providers. Thus, agreement, federated mitigation, or interpretation/conversion may be 618 
required such that the attribute value is accurate for the policy evaluation. For example, attribute 619 
values that are intrinsic to the access control model (e.g., roles for RBAC systems) must be 620 
accurately assigned to the subjects which are associated with the organization’s business functions. 621 
Unless the access control function or attribute provider is responsible for the standard, algorithm, 622 
or protocol that generates the attribute value, accuracy is typically evaluated with the attribute trust 623 
as described in 3.2.1.  624 
 625 
Table 5 shows examples of consideration of attribute veracity criteria. 626 
 627 

Table 5: Example considerations for attribute veracity criteria 628 

Consideration Criteria Applied Attributes 
Verification Attributes are properly verified for veracity through 

provision and management. 
Subject, Object, Environment 
condition 

Standard Applied Documented rule or standards exist for attribute value 
assignment and definition (syntax and semantic rule). 

Subject, Object  

Trust Criteria Criteria can be used to determine the trustworthiness of 
attributes. 

Subject, Object 

Remote Access 
Control 
Function/Attribute 
Provider Guideline 

Performance guidelines and specifications exist for 
remote access control function or attribute provider. 

Subject, Object 

 629 
NIST Interagency Report 8112, Attribute Metadata: A Proposed Schema for Evaluating Federated 630 
Attributes [9] reviews the accuracy, provenance, currency, privacy, and classification of veracity 631 
in terms of standardized attribute metadata used by organizations to support business decisions. 632 
The document enables enterprises to leverage automated decision support systems that rely on 633 
attributes to implement a broad range of essential business functions. It also provides a guide for 634 
establishing a scoring framework and its associated components to enable standardized attribute 635 
confidence scores. 636 
 637 
Section 4 demonstrates a general attribute framework with an example for integrating and defining 638 
attributes to achieve attribute veracity. The example shows an organization, initially started from 639 
Natural Language Policy, which governs multiple access control systems in an enterprise 640 
environment. 641 
 642 
 643 
3.3 Security Consideration 644 

Access control functions and attribute providers must ensure a number of properties: the security 645 
of an attribute’s value and its metadata, freedom from tampering or corruption, adequate vetting 646 
of stored attribute information, and a high level of protection within its enclave. Attribute security 647 
also determines how securely the access control function or attribute provider supplies attributes 648 
to an access control function. In other words, how does the access control function or attribute 649 
provider ensure that the attribute it intends to send is the one that the access control function will 650 
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actually receive? Attribute security includes evaluating security for both stored attribute and 651 
transmitted attribute conditions. For example, to improve the security of attribute transmission, 652 
attributes can be sent via an encrypted and signed mechanism (e.g., a signed SAML[10] assertion, 653 
TLS[11]).   654 
 655 
3.3.1 Stored attribute 656 

Stored attribute security evaluates the mechanism for the actual attribute store and how well the 657 
access control function and attribute provider protect the information or attribute-generation 658 
processes. Note that stored attribute security ensures the generation and management of an 659 
attribute and its value while the attribute value consideration as described in section 3.2.2 focuses 660 
on the semantic accuracy of attribute values. Factors or capabilities that must be evaluated include:  661 

• Encryption 662 
• Measures taken to detect unintended alteration of attribute values 663 
• Data stores on a network behind a proper defense in depth posture 664 
• Policies enforced on the attribute update, copy, revoke, or modify process 665 
• Logged and audited change of attribute 666 

 667 
The stored attribute factors or capabilities are commonly used to evaluate the local access control 668 
function because the required information can be rendered locally. However, for the attribute 669 
provider, remote access control function, or remote attribute provider without local access to the 670 
involved systems, an agreement or contract that contains checklists for the evaluation of the factors 671 
or capabilities might be required. 672 
 673 
3.3.2 Transmitted attribute  674 

Transmitted attribute security evaluates how securely the attribute is transmitted to the attribute 675 
provider or access control function. Factors or capabilities that need to be evaluated include:  676 

• Security protocols are used for transmitting both attribute requests and attribute values to 677 
the attribute provider or access control function (e.g., transmitting in the clear without 678 
encryption versus PKI-enabled TLS sessions).  679 

• Replay attack protection is usually accomplished by including information provided by the 680 
access control function into the signed message that is provided by the remote access 681 
control function or attribute provider. This guarantees integrity and confidentiality of the 682 
attribute. 683 

• Transmitted attributes are applied in a multi-tier receipt of attributes (i.e., when attributes 684 
are sent by remote access control function or provider such that the assured attribute can 685 
be passed through the chain of forwarding routes). For example, for higher levels of 686 
assurance, using digitally signed attributes (crypto-binding) provides a hash of the attribute 687 
to ensure that it has not been altered or tampered with before it is received.   688 

 689 
In addition to the access control function and attribute provider’s transmission security, the 690 
security arrangements between access control functions must be considered. In order to make a 691 
correct policy decision, the transmission of attributes between access control functions should be 692 
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protected from change by any other internal process of the system. If applicable, a set of 693 
consideration elements or schemes (e.g., SAML) should be identified that can be used by the access 694 
control system to help determine whether the attributes have demonstrated considerations for 695 
security criteria. Examples are shown in Table 6.  696 
 697 

Table 6: Example considerations for attribute security criteria 698 

Consideration Criteria Applied Attributes 
Repository security  Secure or trusted attribute repository (e.g., dedicated or 

shared attribute repositories) 
Subject, Object, Environment 
Condition 

Communication 
security  

Secure communication between access control functions 
and attribute providers (e.g., encrypted) 

Subject, Object, Environment 
Condition 

Process integrity  Transmission of attributes between access control 
functions are protected from change by any functions 

Subject, Object 

Non-repudiation 
capability 

Methods for non-repudiation of attribute transmission 
 

Subject, Object 

Attribute change 
policy 

Formal rules, policies, or standards to create, update, 
modify, and delete attributes 

Subject, Object 

 699 
 700 
3.4 Readiness Consideration 701 

Attribute readiness considers the quality of attributes with respect to refresh, timing, cache, and 702 
backup capabilities, all of which allow access control to process the accurate access permissions 703 
without errors caused by out-of-date or unsynchronized attribute information. 704 

 705 

3.4.1 Refresh 706 

Access control functions need information on how often an attribute’s value is pulled or obtained, 707 
as well as how securely the attribute’s value is processed when it is needed. Readiness considers 708 
how attribute values are updated or validated—refreshed—against ground truth by the access 709 
control function or attribute provider. Proactive acquisition must be considered for the impact of a 710 
refresh rate on a specific attribute (e.g., whether the information is being pushed from another 711 
source to the access control function or attribute provider or pulled on a schedule proactively).  712 
Attribute values on a schedule or on-demand give assurance of how current and, therefore, how 713 
applicable the attribute value may be. 714 

 715 

3.4.2 Synchronization 716 

Synchronization of attribute transmission sequences between access control functions must be 717 
coordinated based on the sequence of the access control system’s processing scheme or protocol 718 
such that the updates of attributes and their values will not result in faulty access control decisions. 719 
For example, to keep access control functions in sync in the XACML [6] scheme, updating 720 
attributes by Policy Administration Point (PAP) should not be allowed while an authorization 721 
process is in progress; updated or newly added attributes will be available after Policy Enforcement 722 
Points (PEP) finish the process. 723 
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 724 

3.4.3 Cache 725 

Readiness also ensures that a recent set of attributes required for appropriate access control for the 726 
protected resource in question are cached in the event that the most updated attributes from 727 
authoritative attribute sources or repositories cannot be accessed during an information system 728 
emergency (i.e., low bandwidth, denial of service). In addition, the failure recovery capability of 729 
attribute repositories must be considered. 730 
 731 
 732 
3.4.4 Backup 733 

Since attributes are the critical components of an organization’s access control system, they should 734 
always be available while the system is functional. Readiness should therefore include the 735 
capabilities of fail-over and the recovery of attributes from the failures of attribute repositories or 736 
transmission systems.  737 

If applicable, identify, define, and describe a set of consideration elements that can be used to help 738 
determine the attributes’ readiness as shown in the attribute readiness criteria example in Table 7. 739 
 740 

Table 7: Example considerations for attribute readiness criteria 741 

Consideration Criteria Applied Attributes 
Attribute Refresh 
Frequency 

Attribute refresh frequency meets the system 
performance requirement. 

Subject, Object, Environment 
Condition 

Attribute Caching Attribute caching during run time meets the system 
performance requirement and protocols between access 
control functions. 

Subject, Object  

Attribute Process 
Sequence 

Attribute transmission between access control functions 
are coordinated without generating errors. 

Subject, Object 

Backup Capability Fail-over or back up attributes are supported.  Subject, Object 
 742 

 743 
3.5 Management Considerations 744 

A number of factors should be reviewed to ensure the efficiency and consistent use of attributes. 745 
Management mechanisms include metadata, hierarchical structures for attribute grouping, 746 
minimization and transformation methods for attribute performance, and additional support 747 
capabilities such as attribute integration with authentication ID, delegation of attributes, attribute 748 
review, and logs for recording attribute access and updates. 749 

 750 
3.5.1 Group Attribute Use Metadata 751 

In the course of managing attributes, metadata is applied to subjects and objects as extended 752 
attribute information useful for enforcing fine-grained access control policies that incorporate 753 
information about the attributes and manage the volumes of data required for enterprise attribute 754 
management. Metadata can also be used to assign an assurance level or measure of confidence as 755 
a composite score for attribute veracity [9], security, and readiness. Standardized attribute 756 
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metadata are elements of information about each attribute. These elements include information 757 
about the attribute such as the value (i.e., how often it is updated), the processes used to create or 758 
establish the attribute (i.e., whether it is self-asserted or retrieved from a record), and the source of 759 
the attribute itself (i.e., authoritative). Regardless of the access control methodology, establishing 760 
a score system for an attribute’s metadata elements can support access decisions. The decision to 761 
use specific attributes from remote access control functions or attribute providers could then be 762 
made based on individual attribute confidence scores.  763 
 764 
Table 8 shows an example of standard (agreed-upon) metadata for sharing provenance information 765 
as attribute source. The specific attribute value “Person” may be sufficient for accessing data for 766 
a public information request but insufficient for access to a sensitive system since the metadata 767 
“Level Clearance” is self-reported and not drawn from an authoritative source. 768 
 769 

Table 8: Example of standard attribute name/value for attribute source metadata 770 

Standard 
Attribute Name  

Standard 
Attribute Value 

Entity Applicability Person 

Name  Joe Smith 

Classification user 

Level of Confidence  1 (Self-Reported) 

Assurance detail - Refresh  Pulled  

Assurance detail - Last updated  3/8/2015  

Attribute from  USAJOBS.gov  
  771 
To enhance access control flexibility and facilitate attribute management and administration, 772 
hierarchical relationships among groups and attributes are usually applied, such that instead of 773 
assigning each user/object with the same attributes, the users/objects can be collected into groups 774 
with appropriate group metadata and values (i.e., meta-attribute) [12] which represent the common 775 
characteristics of the users/objects in the system. Group metadata can also be combined into a 776 
higher order group if a group of metadata possesses the same characteristics. Thus, a group 777 
hierarchy is a partial order relation where groups in higher order obtain all attributes assigned to 778 
the groups at the lower order.  779 

Figure 2 shows an example of a group hierarchy where attribute Attribute_1 ‘s ID = User Group_A 780 
and Attribute_2’s ID = Group_B belong to the metadata Metadata_1’s value: ID = Support and 781 
Skill = Administration. Metadata Metadata_1 and Metadata_2 inherit Metadata_3’s ID = 782 
Production and Security Class =2. So, if a subject belongs to the attribute Attribute_1, it will also 783 
have attribute values of Metadata_1 and Metadata_3. 784 
 785 
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 786 
Figure 2: Group metadata 787 

3.5.2 Attribute Privilege Hierarchies 788 

Attributes can be classified in a tree structure based on their privilege relationship in an access 789 
control system. Such a relationship can be represented by attributes being the nodes in the tree, 790 
such that if a senior subject attribute is assigned to a junior subject attribute, then all the access 791 
privileges associated with this junior subject attribute are automatically acquired by that subject, 792 
which have the senior attribute through the attribute-value inheritance. Figure 3 (a) shows an 793 
example where subjects with the subject attribute Role = Professor also have the privileges of a 794 
subject with the subject attribute Role = TA. For object, if a senior object attribute is assigned to a 795 
junior object attribute, then all the access privileges associated with this senior object attribute are 796 
automatically allowed to access the objects with the junior attributes through the attribute-value 797 
inheritance. Figure 3 (b) shows an example where access to the object with attribute Type = Secret 798 
can also access the object with attribute Type = Classified. 799 
 800 

 801 

Figure 3: Attribute privilege hierarchies of subject (a) and object (b)  802 

 803 
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3.5.3 Attribute Transformation 804 

Attributes that typically include very large numbers of subjects and many types of objects, such as 805 
cloud, grid, big data, and Internet of Things, can lead to administrative difficulties from different 806 
perspectives for access control. For example, a cloud system may have many instances of virtual 807 
machines, block storage resources, object storage resources (e.g., objects, containers, accounts), 808 
or network resources (e.g., firewalls, routers), all of which have many attributes of their own. As 809 
a result, there would be numerous attributes specific to different types of objects, and new 810 
attributes would be added to the system as new object types. Thus, it takes considerable effort to 811 
assign or de-assign these attribute values to subjects as well as objects. Furthermore, authorization 812 
policies defined with these attributes would be large and complex in nature and can result in 813 
difficulty with specification, update, modification, and review.  814 
 815 
To manage these difficulties, the transformation of attribute management—such as reduction, 816 
expansion, and grouping as described in Section 3.5.2—must be considered. Attribute reduction 817 
transforms a large set of attribute assignments into smaller sets by abstracting attributes that are 818 
too specific for particular types of subjects or objects. Minimizing the number of attribute sources 819 
used in authorization decisions may improve performance and simplify overall security 820 
management such as creation, updating, deletion, the import or export of attributes, the design of 821 
modular authorization policies, and the modeling of hierarchical policies. Attribute expansion is 822 
the process of assigning larger sets of attributes to subjects or objects from potentially smaller sets 823 
of assignments, which derives additional privilege assignments and reduces manual administrative 824 
efforts [13].  825 
 826 
 827 
3.5.4 Integration with Authentication ID 828 

The shift from internal to public-based hosting (e.g., cloud) and increasing numbers of users who 829 
access applications from outside of the organizational boundary have resulted in the increased 830 
distribution of applications. Attributes of subjects and objects can be associated with the 831 
identification of users and resources, making it efficient or required to trust the subject and object 832 
attributes provided by the authentication system through a secure connection for advanced 833 
authentication technologies such as federated identity or single sign on (SSO). Attributes are 834 
specified in privileges and constraints of access control rules, and applications require more 835 
information than the identity of a subject (user), such as geolocation, time of day, role, organization, 836 
account information, and authentication details. In addition, a major benefit of integrating 837 
attributes to authenticated IDs and access control with the company’s authentication system is to 838 
keep the cost and management resources under budget [3].  839 
 840 
For example, XACML needs contextual information about the subject and, potentially, the object 841 
being accessed to properly evaluate an access request. With a standardized inbound identity 842 
protocol such as SAML (Security Assertion Markup Language, an XML-based framework for 843 
communicating user authentication, entitlement, and attribute information), OAuth, or OpenID 844 
Connect, it is much simpler for the XACML deployment to leverage identity information in a 845 
standard way that allows it to benefit the identity stack for fine-grained access-control attributes. 846 
More specifically, SAML provides a standard for conveying identity information to access control 847 
attributes by presuming two primary roles in any transaction: 1) the organization where the identity 848 
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is established, known as the identity provider (IdP), and 2) the organization which will use this 849 
identity, known as the service provider (SP). The assertion is a trusted statement of identity 850 
established by a cryptographic key exchange that the IdP makes to the SP. The service provider 851 
and the identity provider will agree upon what information the SP will require as the attribute 852 
contract, which typically identifies the subject who is making the request. It can also contain other 853 
attributes that the SP needs to make the application work, especially for making access control 854 
decisions [14]. 855 
 856 
3.5.5 Delegation 857 

Proper enforcement of data resource policies is dependent on the enforcement of attribute 858 
administrative policies. This is especially true in a federated or collaborative environment where 859 
governance policies require different organizational entities to have different and possibly 860 
overlapping responsibilities for administering attributes. A common practice is to restrict the 861 
creation of attribute values and subject and resource assignments to those attributes in different 862 
venues based on a notion of mutual trust. A preferred and more rigorous approach for establishing 863 
and managing attribute administrative policies is through delegation. Delegation allows an 864 
authority (delegator) to delegate all or parts of its own authority or someone else’s authority to 865 
another user (delegate). This would enable a systematic and policy-preserving approach to the 866 
creation of administrative roles. The delegation of administrative capabilities begins with a single 867 
administrator and ends with users with attribute management capabilities. Delegation assumes a 868 
system that manages attributes through a standard set of administrative operations, applying a 869 
recognized enforcement interface and a centralized decision-making function as might be used for 870 
accessing data resources. 871 

3.5.6 Attribute Review 872 

Assigning a user to one or more attributes indirectly grants the user capabilities to perform various 873 
operations on system resources. Similarly, assigning a resource to one or more object attributes 874 
indirectly establishes access entries to a variety of users to perform operations on that resource. A 875 
desired feature of an access control system is to review these capabilities and access entries on an 876 
attribute-by-attribute basis or via combinations. This feature is sometimes referred to as “before 877 
the fact audit” and resource discovery. “Before the fact audit” has been suggested by some to be 878 
one of RBAC’s most prominent features [4], and it includes the ability to review the consequences 879 
of assigning a user to a role. It also includes the capability for a user to discover or see accessible 880 
resources prior to issuing an access request. The ability to review the access control entries of an 881 
object attribute is equally important. What are the consequences of assigning an object/resource to 882 
an attribute or deleting an assignment? Another valuable review consideration is the identification 883 
of the attributes necessary for a user to be able to access a resource or as well as what attributes 884 
might prevent such access. 885 
 886 
 887 
3.5.7 Log 888 

For more stringent security, an organization might require that all activities—including changes 889 
(e.g., creation, modification, deletion) and use of attributes—be logged for later investigation, if 890 
necessary. Table 9 shows example criteria of attribute management consideration.  891 
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 892 
Table 9: Example considerations for attribute management criteria 893 

Consideration Criteria Applied Attributes 
Attribute Structure Attribute metadata, hierarchies, and inheritance schemes 

are accurate based on the access control policy 
requirements. 

Metadata (meta-attributes) 

Integration with 
Authentication  

Attributes are integrated into the company’s 
authentication system for attribute federation, SSO, etc. 

Subject, Object 

Attribute 
Efficiency 

Attributes expansion and minimization improve the 
performance of access control system. 

Subject, Object  

Attribute 
Delegation 

Attributes are delegated based on the access control 
policies 

Subject, Object 

Attribute Review Attributes assignments can be reviewed. Subject, Object 
Access Log Attribute changes and access can be logged. Subject, Object, Environment 

Condition 
 894 
Based on the considerations in Section 3, Section 4 will demonstrate a general attribute framework 895 
for integrating and defining attributes using metadata. The example shows access control rules that 896 
were initially developed from Natural Language Policy, which governs multiple access control 897 
systems in an enterprise environment. 898 
  899 
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4 General Attribute Framework 900 

The preparation and veracity of attributes is especially crucial when applying access control to a 901 
multi-host environment such as an enterprise system, where attributes are created and managed by 902 
diverse organizational units. The attributes are used for both local (organization unit) and global 903 
(enterprise) access control policies. Therefore, a mechanism is required to mitigate the syntactic 904 
and semantic differences of attributes. An example is the general attribute framework (GAF) that 905 
allows attributes to be defined with syntactic and semantic accuracy across federated and 906 
networked systems under the enterprise ABAC domain where initial access control policies are in 907 
natural language without formal attribute definitions. This chapter reviews the use of GAF for 908 
attribute accuracy. 909 
 910 
To enforce access control policies across the enterprise, the policies must be in a machine-readable 911 
format processed by the computer that performs access control for the information system (i.e., 912 
decision engine). However, most initial access control policies originate in natural language that 913 
cannot be ingested and processed by the decision engine. Thus, it is necessary to translate the 914 
natural language policies into machine-readable policy rules. A general approach is to have a 915 
resource domain (e.g., laws or statutes for privacy policies) expert examine the system’s subject 916 
attributes and map the access privileges to the system’s objects according to the policy applied. 917 
This work is painstaking and costly because it requires resource domain experts to comprehend 918 
not only the policy rules but also the meanings of the system’s subject and object attributes. After 919 
completion of the work, resource domain experts will again be needed when the policy or the 920 
system is updated. Since each system requires the resource domain expert’s effort to translate the 921 
policy from its local attribute definitions, the total cost of the administrative overhead may be 922 
unmanageable.  923 
 924 
This problem also applies to mapping between an enterprise attribute schema and an application-925 
specific schema, particularly those built before the enterprise schema is defined and/or commercial 926 
off-the-shelf (COTS) products that come with their own built-in schema (e.g., those typically 927 
established for legacy information systems). For attribute accuracy, organizations must normalize 928 
subject attribute names and values or maintain a map of equivalent terms, all of which should be 929 
managed by a central authority.  930 
 931 
It is, therefore, important to devise a portable framework that is general enough to be used by 932 
access control administrators to compose their access control policies without the extra cost of 933 
translating or learning resource domain knowledge. A GAF should be constructed from the content 934 
and ontology of the intended policy using generic attributes which can be applied to the specific 935 
attributes of any information system in different application domains. The National Identity 936 
Exchange Federation (NIEF) Attribute Registry is a collection of attribute definitions that are 937 
intended for use by organizations and communities that wish to implement Federated Identity and 938 
Privilege Management technologies within the context of the NIEF. Each attribute definition listed 939 
there has been developed with the intent to enable organizations to exchange attribute data in a 940 
manner that permits machine parsing and comprehension [8]. Figure 4 shows the relations of the 941 
resource domain policy and the machine-readable policy for each individual system. 942 
 943 
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 944 
Figure 4: Producing access control policies without (a) and with a (b) General Attribute Framework (GAF) 945 

The goal of a GAF is to provide a framework to serve as a layer between natural language policy 946 
and machine-readable policies and rules, allowing access control policy authors to compose 947 
policies without resource domain expert knowledge of the policy related to the object. Derived 948 
from analyzing the content and ontology of the policy rules, a GAF contains access rules associated 949 
with the subject and object GAs, which are generic for any domain of an attribute-based access 950 
control (ABAC) system. In short, a GAF is an ABAC policy with rules in terms of generic 951 
attributes based on access control elements: subject/object attributes, environment conditions, and 952 
actions. The format of a GAF access control rule is:   953 
 954 
  955 
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IF <subject generic attribute1> …….. AND/OR<subject generic attributen> AND 956 

<environment condition 1>…..AND/OR <environment condition n>THEN ALLOW 957 
<action1> …….. AND <actionn>  ACCESS TO OBJECT WITH <object generic 958 

attribute1> …….. AND/OR <object generic attributen> 959 

 960 
A GAF will provide clear definitions and descriptions of the generic attributes by using a common 961 
vocabulary such that any access control policy administrator can understand them. To enforce the 962 
policy on the information system, the access control policy administrator only needs to assign the 963 
GAF’s generic attributes as tags or metadata to the subjects and objects by reviewing the existing 964 
subject and object attributes in the system. There is no need to create policy rules since they are 965 
already embedded in the GAF.  966 
 967 
Figure 5 lists part of the original text of privacy rules from the OMB 6-16 and OMB 7-16 statutes 968 
[16,17].  969 
 970 
 971 
 972 
 973 
 974 
 975 
 976 
 977 
 978 
 979 
 980 
 981 
 982 
 983 
 984 
 985 

Figure 5: Original text of privacy rules from OMB 6-16 and OMB 7-16 986 
 987 
Figure 6 shows a GAF containing a list of common generic attributes in columns for privacy 988 
statutes. The “Computer” column contains the environment condition; the “Subject Attributes” 989 
column contains the generic attributes for the subjects; the “Actions Attributes” column contains 990 
the available actions; the “Object Attributes” column contains the generic attributes for the object; 991 
and the “Audit” column lists the actions that must be performed after access is granted. For 992 
example, the first rule in Figure 6 states that a remote user employed by a federal agency and using 993 
two-factor (level 3) generic attributes is permitted to read resources with PII generic attributes. 994 
Note that the “Computer” column contains the common GAs that are shared by the subject and 995 
object, and the “Audit” column contains the obligation required after the access action is performed. 996 
  997 

“Implement protections for remote access to personal identifiable information” 
(Step4) 
“Implement NIST Special Publication 800-53 security controls requiring 
authenticated, virtual private network (VPN) connection” (Step 4.1) 
“Implement NIST Special Publication 800-53 security controls enforcing 
allowed downloading of personally identifiable information” (Step 4.2)  
---OMB6-16 
 
Attachment 1 Safeguarding Against the Breach of Personally Identifiable 
Information, Section C Security Requirement, Item: Control Remote Access: 
“Allow remote access only with two-factor authentication where one of the 
factors is provided by a device separate from the computer gaining access”. 
 ---OMB6-17 
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Rules Computer Subject 
Attributes/Values 

Actions Resource 
Attributes/Values 

Audit 

OMB 
6-16 

Remote 
User 

Employer = Federal 
Agencies 
 
Authentication 
Level = Two-factor 
(Level 3) 

Permitted 
to Read 

Data Tags = PII  

OMB 
6-16 

All Employer = Federal 
Agencies 

Permitted 
to 
Read/Write 

Special 
Characteristics = 
Sensitive Data 

Action (Audit) = All Data 
Data Extracts = requires 
verification that each 
extract, including sensitive 
data, has been erased 
within 90 days of its use  

OMB 
7-16 

All Employer = Federal 
Agencies 

Permitted 
to 
Read/Write 

Data Tags = SSN Write (Collect) = Minimum 
needed for agency function 

OMB 
7-16 

All Employer = Federal 
Agencies 

Permitted 
to 
Read/Write 

Data Tags = PII Write (Change) = 
Corrections or notations 
agency Justifications 
Write (Collect) = Minimum 
needed for agency function 

 998 
 999 
 1000 

Figure 6: Example rules from OMB 6-16 and OMB 7-16 1001 

 1002 
The following examples demonstrate the mapping to concrete instances of the OMB7-16 privacy 1003 
rule GAF shown in Figure 6. Example 1 (Table 10) is for an information sharing center (ISC) in 1004 
which the local subject and object attributes are assigned based on ISC’s data formats. Example 2 1005 
(Table 11) is for a federal organization wherein the subject and object attributes originate from the 1006 
Human Resource Department (HRD). These two examples show the portability property of a GAF 1007 
for information systems with different domains. The “generic attributes” row refers to the generic 1008 
attributes from the GAF, and the “local attributes” row shows the example system attributes that 1009 
must be reviewed to decide the qualification (yes or no) of the mapped generic attributes. The GAF 1010 
access control rule for the OMB7-16 rule is composed of all of the generic attributes in the row: 1011 
 1012 
Grant Read access for the user who has the attributes: Remote User, Federal Agencies, and two- 1013 
factor (Level 3) to the resource data with the PII attributes. 1014 
 1015 
Example 1: 1016 
 1017 

Table 10: Mapping of generic attributes of an OMB7-16 rule to an ISC system 1018 

Attributes Subject Attributes Actions Object Attributes 
Generic 

attributes 
Remote 

Use 
Federal 

Agencies 
2-factor -

level 3 
Action PII 

 
PII 

 
Local 

Attributes 
<remote 
login ID> 

Federati
on ID 

Electroni
c 

Identity 

Read Vehicle Year Vehicle 
Registration 

Number 
 1019 
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 1020 
Similarly, the following access control rule of the ISE can be achieved through the GAF: 1021 
 1022 
Grant Read access for the user who is <Remote Login ID>, has Federation ID, and Electronic 1023 
ID to the resource data with the Vehicle Year and Vehicle Registration Number attribute. 1024 
 1025 
Example 2: 1026 
 1027 

Table 11: Mapping of generic attributes of OMB7-16 rules to the HRD system of a federal organization 1028 

Attributes Subject Attributes Actions Object Attributes 
Generic 

attributes 
Remote 

User 
Federal 

Agencies 
two-

factor 
(level 3) 

Action PII 
 

Local 
Attributes 

<Remote 
Login ID> 

Agency HRD 
ID 

Remote 
Access 

key 

Read SSN 

 1029 
 1030 
Similarly, the following policy rule of the HRD can be achieved through the GAF: 1031 
 1032 
Grant Read access for the user who is <Remote Login ID> and has HRD ID and Remote 1033 
Access Key to the resource data with the SNN attribute. 1034 
 1035 
The XACML [6] implementation of the examples above is listed in the Appendix. 1036 
 1037 
Note that to ensure the robustness of the GAF, the ontologies between the generic attributes may 1038 
be expanded as they pertain to identified sub-rules or hierarchical relations of rules. Also, 1039 
assertion-based policy rules appear in some policies, and the handling of these features must be 1040 
addressed in the development of the GAF. 1041 
  1042 
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5 Attribute Evaluation Scheme  1043 

An attribute evaluation scheme should be determined by the requirements and capability of an 1044 
organization while also considering risk, performance, and cost. This document does not intend to 1045 
construct a universal scheme that suits all business requirements and capabilities. Instead, it 1046 
provides mapping examples of scheme metrics for general access control systems which can serve 1047 
as prototypes that may be adapted to meet the specific needs of an organization while it defines its 1048 
attribute evaluation scheme. 1049 
 1050 
5.1 Attribute Evaluation Scheme Examples 1051 

Table 12 illustrates an example of attribute evaluation scheme categorization based on 1052 
considerations from previous discussions. Note that considerations may differ between systems or 1053 
organizations, depending on their security requirements. As such, they should be assigned in 1054 
conformance with the organization’s operation and performance requirements and incorporated 1055 
when relying on federated systems. Differences in levels between schemes should be considered 1056 
for access decisions such as if an access decision uses two attributes, one low and the other high. 1057 
 1058 

Table 12: Example of attribute evaluation scheme for attributes provisioned by remote access control 1059 
functions or attribute providers 1060 

Level Preparation Veracity Security Readiness Management 
Level 1 Attributes cover all 

protection policy 
requirements of 
the organization 
(i.e., semantically 
complete) 

Attributes are 
properly verified 
through provision 
and management  

Secure attribute 
repository; secure 
communication 
between attribute 
providers and access 
control functions 

Attribute refresh 
frequency meets the 
system performance 
requirement 

 

Log for attribute 
changes and access 

Level 2 Includes Level 1 
preparation; 
attributes creation, 
update, and 
revoking policies, 
and standard 
procedures are 
defined and 
documented 

Includes Level 1 
veracity; 
documented rule 
or standards for 
attribute value 
assignment and 
definition (syntax 
and semantic 
rule) 

Includes Level 1 
security; dedicated 
attribute repositories 

Includes Level 1 
readiness; attribute 
caching during run 
time meets the system 
performance 
requirement 

Includes Level 1 
management; 
attributes integrate 
with authentication 
ID 

Level 3 Includes Level 2 
preparation; 
attributes are 
under federated or 
unified governance 

Includes Level 2 
veracity; criteria 
that can be used 
to determine the 
trustworthiness 
of attributes 

Includes Level 2 
security; encrypted 
attribute values and 
communications 
between attribute 
providers and access 
control functions 
systems; methods 
for non-repudiation 
of attribute 
transmission 

Includes Level 2 
readiness; fail-over or 
back-up attributes 
support 

N/A 
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Level 4 N/A Includes Level 3 
veracity; 
performance 
guidelines and 
specifications for 
remote access 
control function 
or attribute 
provider 

Includes Level 3 
security; 
transmission of 
attributes between 
access control 
functions should be 
protected from 
changing by any 
functions 

Includes Level 3 
readiness; formal 
rules, policies, or 
standards for logging 
the creation, updates, 
modification, and 
deletion of attributes 

N/A 

 1061 
Note that as the characteristics of the three attribute types—subject, object, and environment 1062 
condition—vary in different operational environments, their attribute evaluation schemes may be 1063 
assigned by different criteria. This allows flexibility by compositing sets of schemes that are 1064 
practical for assurance measurements. For example, the attribute evaluation scheme in Table 12 1065 
can be applied to an organization whose attributes may be supplied by remote access control 1066 
functions or external attribute providers. This scheme is naturally different from what would be 1067 
used for organizations that do not obtain external attributes, in which case a less restrictive 1068 
consideration of scheme mapping is appropriate, as illustrated in Table 13. 1069 
 1070 

Table 13: Example of attribute evaluation scheme considerations for object attributes not provisioned by 1071 
remote access control function or attribute provider 1072 

 1073 
Level Preparation Veracity Security Readiness Management 

Level  1 Attributes cover all 
protection policy 
requirements of the 
organization (i.e., 
semantically 
complete) 

Attributes are 
properly verified 
through provision 
and management 

Secure attribute 
repository 
 

Attribute refresh 
frequency meets 
the system 
performance 
requirement; log 
for attribute 
changes and access 

Log for 
attribute 
changes and 
access 

Level  2 Includes Level 1 
preparation; 
attributes creation, 
update, and revoking 
policies, and standard 
procedures are 
defined and 
documented 

Includes Level 1 
veracity; documented 
rule or standards for 
attribute value 
assignment and 
definition (syntax and 
semantic rule) 

Includes Level 1 
security; dedicated 
attribute 
repositories 

Includes Level 1 
readiness; attribute 
caching during run 
time meets the 
system 
performance 
requirement 

Includes Level 
1 
management; 
attributes 
integrate with 
authentication 
ID 

Level 3 N/A N/A Includes Level 2 
security; 
transmission of 
attributes 
between access 
control functions 
should be 
protected from 
changing by any 
functions 

Includes Level 2 
readiness; fail-over 
or back-up 
attributes support; 
formal rules, 
policies, or 
standards for 
logging the 
creation, updates, 
modification, and 
deletion of 
attributes 

N/A 

 1074 
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NIST Internal Report 8112, Attribute Metadata: A Proposed Schema for Evaluating Federated 1075 
Attributes [9] explores veracity in terms of metadata and provides a guide for establishing a scoring 1076 
framework and its associated components to enable standardized attribute confidence evaluations. 1077 
 1078 
 1079 
5.2 Attribute Practice Statement 1080 

Confidence in remote access control functions or attribute providers is gained by evaluating how 1081 
secure the remote access control function or attribute provider’s internal processes and procedures 1082 
are with respect to both intentional attacks and unintentional errors or failures. It is often 1083 
established on unverified assertions of validity that are not based on commonly agreed-upon 1084 
standards. An example document that governs the effect of operations on attribute evaluation 1085 
schemes is the Attribute Practice Statement developed by the Identity Ecosystem Steering Group. 1086 
The Attribute Practice Statement is based on Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) RFC 3647, 1087 
Internet X.509 Public Key Infrastructure Certificate Policy and Certification Practices 1088 
Framework [7] and includes additional points that would apply to remote access control functions 1089 
or attribute provider operations. The Attribute Practice Statement could be used for establishing 1090 
the attribute evaluation scheme of veracity. The act of developing an auditable statement will 1091 
provide an impartial assessment of the remote access control function or attribute provider’s 1092 
standards of operation as well as the confidence of the provided attribute. Thus, a higher attribute 1093 
evaluation scheme level could be an Attribute Practice Statement that is audited for compliance 1094 
with policy. Lower levels of an attribute evaluation scheme could apply to remote access control 1095 
functions or attribute providers who self-report adherence to policy or do not publish their 1096 
operation’s practices. 1097 

  1098 
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6 Conclusions 1099 

An attribute-based access control system controls access to objects by evaluating rules against the 1100 
attributes of entities (i.e., subject and object), operations, and the environment relevant to an access 1101 
request and relies upon a formal relationship or access control rule that defines the allowable 1102 
operations for subject/object attribute combinations. This document discusses considerations for 1103 
attributes from the perspectives of fundamental assurance requirements: preparation, veracity, 1104 
security, readiness, and management. 1105 

In addition to these considerations, a General Attribute Framework with accompanying examples 1106 
is demonstrated to show the importance and efficiency of the semantic and syntactic accuracies of 1107 
attributes in federated access control environments, especially when natural language policies are 1108 
the initial policies. Finally, the discussed considerations are summarized to illustrate attribute 1109 
evaluation scheme examples which are applied to different security requirements. Clearly, attribute 1110 
evaluation scheme framework development requires additional research and stakeholder outreach 1111 
to the organizations that an attribute-based access control system is managing. 1112 
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Appendix A—XACML Implementation of Table 10 and 11  1113 

The Appendix lists the XACML translation of the OMB 7-16 privacy rule. 1114 
 1115 

  <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>  1116 
- <Policy xmlns="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:2.0:policy:schema:os" PolicyId="GAF-1117 

sample1" RuleCombiningAlgId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:rule-combining-1118 
algorithm:deny-overrides"> 1119 

  <Description>XACML sample for generic attributes of an OMB 7-16 privacy 1120 
rule</Description>  1121 

  <Target />  1122 
- <Rule Effect="Permit" RuleId="OMB 7-16 Privacy rule"> 1123 
  <Description>Grant Read access for the user who has the attributes: Remote User, 1124 

Federal Agencies, and 2- factor (Level 3) to the resource data with the PII 1125 
attributes.</Description>  1126 

- <Target> 1127 
- <Subjects> 1128 
- <Subject> 1129 
- <SubjectMatch MatchId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:boolean-equal"> 1130 
  <AttributeValue 1131 

DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean">True</AttributeValue1132 
>  1133 

  <SubjectAttributeDesignator AttributeId=""Remote Login ID"" 1134 
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean" MustBePresent="true" 1135 
/>  1136 

  </SubjectMatch> 1137 
- <SubjectMatch MatchId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:boolean-equal"> 1138 
  <AttributeValue 1139 

DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean">True</AttributeValue1140 
>  1141 

  <SubjectAttributeDesignator AttributeId=""Fderal Agency"" 1142 
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean" MustBePresent="true" 1143 
/>  1144 

  </SubjectMatch> 1145 
- <SubjectMatch MatchId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:boolean-equal"> 1146 
  <AttributeValue 1147 

DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean">True</AttributeValue1148 
>  1149 

  <SubjectAttributeDesignator AttributeId=""2- factor (Level 3)"" 1150 
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean" MustBePresent="true" 1151 
/>  1152 

  </SubjectMatch> 1153 
  </Subject> 1154 
  </Subjects> 1155 

- <Resources> 1156 
- <Resource> 1157 
- <ResourceMatch MatchId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:boolean-equal"> 1158 
 <AttributeValue 1159 

DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean">True</AttributeValue1160 
>  1161 
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 <ResourceAttributeDesignator AttributeId=""PII"" 1162 
DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean" MustBePresent="true" 1163 
/>  1164 

  </ResourceMatch> 1165 
  </Resource> 1166 
  </Resources> 1167 

- <Actions> 1168 
- <Action> 1169 
- <ActionMatch MatchId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:string-equal"> 1170 
  <AttributeValue 1171 

DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">Read</AttributeValue>  1172 
  <ActionAttributeDesignator AttributeId="urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:action:action-id" 1173 

DataType="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" MustBePresent="true" />  1174 
  </ActionMatch> 1175 
  </Action> 1176 
  </Actions> 1177 
  </Target> 1178 
  </Rule> 1179 
  </Policy> 1180 

  1181 
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